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background hypothesis
RNase is an enzyme that chews up RNA, which RNase is an enzyme that chews up RNA, which 
could be bad if left unchecked. That’s why we 
have a natural inhibitor for it. Mutants of RNase 
that evade the inhibitor can kill cells, as expect-
ed. Unexpectedly, they kill cancer cells selec-
tively. Yay! But why? Maybe because RNase 
has a lot of positive charge and the cell surface 
has a lot of negative charge. Also, cancer cells 
take stuff in via endocytosis more enthusiastical-
ly than normal cells. But is that the whole story?

Maybe more specific interactions with cell surface glycans 
are involved. After all, the glycan signature of cancer cells 
looks a lot different than that of healthy cells.

Use a glycan array to screen RNase for binding to hundreds of 
cell-surface mammalian glycans. If anything stands out, vali-
date it by showing that RNase binds it away from the array, see 
how tightly it binds to RNase, where on RNase it binds, and 
whether it has anything to do with RNase’s ability to kill cells. 

approach

conclusions

results

The discovery that RNase (specifically RNase1) binds to Globo H links two existing avenues of cancer research and
reveals a potential mechanism by which RNase1 variants could selectively enter and kill cancer cells. Since both 
molecules are already in the clinic the finding is particularly timely. 
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Glycan array screening revealed
binding of RNase1 to the neutral cell
surface hexasaccharide Globo H. 

An anti-Globo H antibody reduces
RNase-directed cytotoxicity, pres-
umably by blocking RNase binding.

Blocking Globo H biosynthesis with 
an inhibitor of fucosyltransferase 
also dampens RNase cytotoxicity.

THE JIG IS
 UP, GLOBO H.
 THEY SUSPECT
YOU‛VE BEEN 
SMUGGLING ME 
INTO THE 
CELL.CELL.

conclusions
The discovery that RNase (specifically RNase1) binds to Globo H links two existing avenues of cancer research and
reveals a potential mechanism by which RNase1 variants could selectively enter and kill cancer cells. Since both 
molecules are already in the clinic the finding is particularly timely. 

YOU‛VE 
MADE ME A
TARGET!

I HATE TO TELL 
YOU THIS SWEET-
HEART, BUT YOU‛VE 
BEEN A TARGET 
FOR YEARS...

UNHAND 
HER!

SORRY CHUM. 
 I KNOW YOU

HAVE HIGH NANO-
MOLAR AFFINITY 
FOR HER BUT, 
I MEAN, I‛M AN 
ANTIBODY. SO.ANTIBODY. SO.

NOW WHAT
HAVE YOU DONE
WITH HER?!

LET‛S JUST
 SAY YOU WON‛T
BE SEEING HER
AROUND HERE
ANYMORE.

THANK GOODNESS
YOU‛RE BACK. BUT 
WHAT‛S WITH THE

MAGNET?

OH YES, IT‛S YOU
THEY‛RE AFTER 
NOW, DARLING. 

1H,15N-HSQC NMR spectroscopy was used to find the region of RNase
that Globo H binds, revealing a binding site separate from the active site
and a pH dependence supporting release of RNase in endosomes.

STAY TUNED...

Globo H is a well-known tumor-
associated antigen and the target
of a vaccine that is in clinical trials.  
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